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Why is ASR difficult to estimate?

Repeatability of  ASR measures

There are striking differences between

demographic models and observed estimates

A database to study ASR variation
• A total of 317 species, including 32 species with estimates

using different field methodologies

• Birth sex ratio, juvenile survival and adult survival are known

for 20 species

• We classified field methodologies into 5 categories:

Census, capture-recapture, capture, molecular methods and

carcasses.

Sex-biased
dispersal

If dispersal is sex-specific, the local ratio of the predominantly
dispersing sex may be underestimated. However, these effects
are expected to cancel out at larger scales.

Sexual
dimorphism

In sexually dimorphic species, males are usually more visually
ornamented and vocally active, which may increase their
detectability.

Mating
system

Non-breeding adults often remain unnoticed because they have
less conspicuous behaviors, or live as floaters and do not mix
with the breeding colony. For instance, in highly polygynous
pinnipeds, the detectability of floating males is low. Thus, the
number of males may be underestimated in these populations.

Behavioral
differences

Behavioral sex differences in grouping patterns, vigilance or
preferred foraging areas can lead to differences in detectability
or catchability. Furthermore, if males and females segregate
into different habitats, ASR estimates may be biased toward the
sex that favors the habitat where detection is easier.

Estimation
method

Selective effects of bait-based trapping methods may bias ASR
estimates due to differences in catchability.
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POTENTIAL FACTORS GENERATING DIFFERENCES 

BETWEEN ESTIMATED AND OBSERVED ASR

How to produce reliable ASR estimates in mammalian populations?

What are the relative roles of  population variability, methodology and species traits in ASR variation?

The adult sex ratio (ASR, the proportion of males in the adult population) is a

demographic property of population. Variation in ASR results from variation in sex

ratios at birth, sex bias in maturation time, different survival rates of males and

females, and sex differences in dispersal.

What is ASR?

Why is ASR a fundamental concept in population 

and evolutionary biology?

The rarer sex has more 

mating opportunities

Biased ASR

Reproductive success

Survival

Investment

Mating system

Sex roles

Population dynamics

The more common sex favors parental 

investment over mating

Repeatability of  ASR estimates

is low in mammals
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• Several species display

considerable variation

in ASR field estimates,

including between

estimates obtained with

the same method.

• The direction of ASR (i.e

male- or female-biased) is

not conserved in all

estimates for 11 species

out 32 (34%), which

contrasts the result

established for birds in

previous studies (80%)

• Estimates obtained

with capture-based

methods display lower

deviations from the even

ASR than estimates

obtained with census.

• Although previous studies showed that adult

survival was a key predictor of ASR in birds, our

model fails to predict observed ASR in mammals.

• Interestingly, the greatest difference between

predicted and observed ASR occurs in highly

female-biased species (lowest observed ASR).

• A possible explanation for this might be that

male-biased dispersal, which is common in

mammals, lowers the proportion of males in

observed individuals.

Conclusion
• There are striking differences in ASR estimates,

including within species. This could be due to inter-

population variability, field methodology or sample

size.

• Further tests also need to be conducted to distinguish

between potential factors underlying differences

between observed ASR and the ones derived from

demographic models


